Triple Multimode Performance Filter EQ
- MFE 303 Controls: Output volume of the channel, affects the audio output
socket of the channel and partly on the summing mix outputs
Resonance control: Levels the
resonance strength of the
channel

cutoff controller:
filter frequency of the
channel

Regulator for input & overdrive of the LVL input socket, up
to the mark 100% original signal
(approx. 3.00 a.m. regulator
position), beyond overdrive
saturation to distortion

CV controller 1 & 2:
Determine how
strongly the signals of
the CV input sockets
modulate the filter

Switch

Lowpass,
Bandpass,
Highpass

AUDIO input socket
1: 1, not adjustable,
unadulterated

V/Octaveinput socket ,
analog !

AUDIO input socket
“LVL” of the filter
channel, adjustable by
controller for input &
overdrive

EQ control:
High
( Highshelv )

stable up to 3
octaves
CV input sockets,
controllable by CV
controller 1 & 2

Power consumption ....... + 12Volt 58mA, -12Volt 58mA
Module width ..................................... 44 HP / 223mm
Module depth ..........................…...................... 40mm
Reverse power protection
! Switch-on delay approx. 5-8 seconds!
Eurorack synth compatible

AUDIO output socket,
adjustable by output
controller

EQ control:
Mid
( Peak )
EQ control:
Low
( Lowshelv )

Attention:
I am an analog
device and need
a few seconds to
get to operating
temperature!
The explanation
of the filter
section
mentioned here
applies equally to
all 3 filter
channels of your
MFE303 module!

AUDIO-Mix
outputs of
the EQ and
the sum of
all filter
channels
EQ's AUDIO
input jacks
summingmixed

Technical data are subject to change without notice!
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact us by email:
tronix-audio@web.de.
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Safety instruction!

THANK YOU FOR SHOPPING !

Please follow the instructions for use, as this is the only way to ensure proper operation
of the "Spielzeug-instruments" module. Water is fatal to most electronic devices unless
they are made waterproof. The modules of " Spielzeug-instruments " are NOT intended
for use in damp environments. Under no circumstances should liquids or other
conductive substances enter the module. In this case, the module must be disconnected
from the power supply, dried immediately and examined and cleaned by a qualified
technician.

The modules of " Spielzeug-instruments" are developed, manufactured in a limited small
series in Germany and go through a strict quality control. Many components are checked
for tolerances before assembly and selected if necessary.
The modules always have mechanical and electronic reverse polarity protection of the
power connection (tub connector and rectifier diodes), and the inputs and outputs are
protected against unwanted overvoltage (in the appropriate Eurorack range)
NOT AGAINST HIGH VOLTAGE! ATTENTION DANGER TO LIFE WHEN USING
HIGHER VOLTAGES OVER 50 VOLTS !!!

Do not expose the module to temperatures above + 50 ° C or below -15 ° C.
All modules may only be operated with a Eurorack-compatible power supply (doepfer
etc.), maximum with +/- 12Volt!

The module:

ATTENTION: DANGER TO LIFE IF USE OF HIGHER VOLTAGES OVER 50 VOLTS
!!!

This module is a musical instrument, and as such it should be treated. Install it carefully
and never drop it.
Any existing guarantee does not apply to modules with visible damage.
Every module that is delivered to us for return, exchange and / or warranty repair must
be in the original packaging. All other deliveries will be rejected and returned to you.
Make sure you keep the original packaging and technical documentation.
If this was contractually agreed, items for exchange and / or warranty repairs must be
sent to:
M.Jenzsch
Karl-Marx-Platz 6
06242 Braunsbedra OT Roßbach
Germany.

MFE 303

MFE 303 is a fully analog 3-way multimode filter and equalizer, which is partly
reminiscent of the sound of the "Roland TB 303", including resonators, overdrive /
distortion effects and an audio summing mixer function.
It is not so compact as many other modules on the market, because we placed greater
emphasis on ergonomics and ease to use and optimized for live performance, and there
are a total of 3 filter channels and 1 equalizer.
The core of each filter section is based on the legendary Steiner-Parker VCF, with its hard
and precise sound. In intensive experimental studies, we were able to modify the
difficulties of uncontrolled self-oscillation and the resonant feedback area to create unique
musical filter sections.
The fully analog equalizer is based on a circuit from the early 80s.
PROPERTIES :
1
1
1
2
1

adjustable audio input per filter section, including overdrive area
non-adjustable audio input (100% volume: amplification 1) per filter section
adjustable audio output per filter section
adjustable CV inputs per filter section (for modulations)
non-adjustable V / Oct input per filter section

EQ: 16dB Three Band Equalizer, musical range: 4 - 42000 Hz
2 audio inputs / 2 audio outputs (not adjustable)
- 40-100 Hz (wide) low shelving
- 900 Hz (narrow) peak
- 4 - 10 kHz (wide) high shelving
Developed and manufactured in Germany by Mario Jenzsch @ Tronix-audio and the SubLabel “Spielzeug-instruments”. Technical data are subject to change without notice! If
you have any questions, please feel free to contact us by email:
tronix-audio@web.de.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:
Power consumption ....... + 12Volt 58mA, -12Volt 58mA
Module width ..................................... 44 HP / 223mm
Module depth ..........................…...................... 40mm
Reverse power protection
! Switch-on delay approx. 5-8 seconds!
Eurorack synth compatible

MFE 303
If only 1 audio signal arrives in
filter A's LVL-Input, this is looped
through to filter B & C. If 1 signal is
now introduced in filter B's
LVL-Input, the loop is interrupted.

1:1 Input
Filter A

Filter A
- cutoff
- resonance
- modulation

LVL-Input
Attention ! If you use the loop, the Filter A
final volume of the mix outputs is
slightly increased if the outputsignals of the individual filters
are very loud!
If necessary, adjust this a little using
the respective output controls.

Single-Out
Filter A

Jumper
CV1 , CV2 , V/Oct.

Backside

1:1 Input
Filter B

Mixer
intern

Filter B
- cutoff
- resonance
- modulation

ODER
OR
If only 1 audio signal arrives in
filter B's LVL-Input, this is looped
through to filter C. If 1 signal is
now introduced in filter C's
LVL-Input, the loop is interrupted.

AUDIO-Signal-Way

LVL-Input
Filter B

Single-Out
Filter B

CV1 , CV2 , V/Oct.
Jumper
Backside

ODER
OR

1:1 Input
Filter C

Filter C
- cutoff
- resonance
- modulation

LVL-Input
Filter C
CV1 , CV2 , V/Oct.

Single-Out
Filter C
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